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Counting 
under way after
Mali’s violence
marred poll
BAMAKO: Counting was under way in
Mali following a key presidential election
that saw balloting halted at hundreds of
polling stations because of violence in
restive regions of the poor Sahel coun-
try. Despite the violence, candidates and
authorities praised Sunday’s first round
of voting, relieved that the violence —
which included the torching of polling
stations and assaults on electoral offi-
cials — caused no casualties.

Security was a central issue during
the campaign, in which 73-year-old
President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita is
seeking re-election with the internation-
al community hoping the poll will
strengthen a 2015 peace accord. On
Monday evening, Keita’s coalition
announced the incumbent seemed
“largely ahead” in the results. “He is in a
good position to get a second term,”
Mahamadou Camara, a spokesman for
the president, told reporters.

Leading the pack of his 23 chal-
lengers is Soumaila Cisse, 68, a former
finance and economy minister, who lost
by a wide margin in the 2013 election
that brought Keita to power. Cisse’s
campaign director Tiebile Drame said

the team was “legitimately satisfied” but
criticized authorities for failing to pro-
vide adequate security. Some 30,000
security personnel were deployed
throughout the country. “Luckily, there
were no casualties,” said Drame while
insisting that his candidate would force a
second round run-off. The aim to re-
elect the president in the first round was
“already a failure”, he said.

Late Monday, the campaign of anoth-
er prominent candidate, businessman
Aliou Boubacar Diallo, said it was a “cer-
tainty” that he would also be in the sec-
ond round, adding “we want to steal vic-
tory”. The polls were observed by teams
from the European Union, the African
Union, the regional ECOWAS grouping
and the Francophonie organization.

‘God does not like elections’ 
Cisse’s team had warned of possible

election fraud, claiming that there were
two electoral lists and hundreds of fake
polling stations. He and other chal-
lengers, who include several former min-
isters and just one woman — an entre-
preneur — have accused Keita of
incompetence on security matters.

Most of the violence on Sunday
occurred in the north and centre of the
sprawling semi-desert country, regions
already hit by ethnic unrest and jihadism.
Not a single ballot was cast at 716 of the
polling stations in the two regions fol-
lowing threats and attacks by armed
groups, government figures showed —
with no plans announced to give resi-
dents a chance to vote. “Very few people
were expecting that voting would be

able to take place in all of the country,”
Sean Smith, senior West Africa analyst at
risk consultancy Verisk Maplecroft, said.

In Mali’s north, where the state is
barely present, armed groups who
signed the peace accord helped to
ensure security. “This is the big differ-
ence between the north and the centre
of the country: it is possible to negotiate
with (armed) groups in the north, but not
at all in central (Mali),” said Aurelien
Tobie, senior researcher at the
Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute. Violence also marred the lead-
up to the vote, despite the presence of
15,000 UN peacekeepers, 4,500 French

troops and a much heralded five-nation
anti-terror G5 Sahel force.

The jihadist violence has spread from
northern Mali to the centre and south of
the country and spilled over into neigh-
boring Burkina Faso and Niger, often
inflaming communal conflicts. Mali, con-
sidered a linchpin state in the troubled
Sahel region, is one of the world’s poor-
est countries, with most people living on
less than $2 a day. The organization of
the vote was “a huge security challenge,”
Prime Minister Soumeylou Boubeye
Maiga said late Sunday, praising the
proceedings “despite minor security
incidents.” —AFP

BAMAKO: An electoral official shows a ballot paper during the vote counting
at the polling station. —AFP

Spain struggles 
with spike in
migrant arrivals
ALGECIRAS: Since being plucked from
a packed inflatable boat by Spanish res-
cuers in the Mediterranean on Friday,
Glenn Alban has slept outdoors on a bed
of flattened cardboard boxes in the port
of Algeciras in southern Spain. The 18-
year-old Cameroonian says he gets just
two meals a day — milk and a biscuit for
breakfast and juice and a sandwich for
dinner — as he waits to be identified by
police and allowed to leave the port, one
of Europe’s biggest.

“As you can see it is difficult. It is so
hot,” he told AFP on Monday as he
pointed to his makeshift bed, which was
sheltered from the blazing sun by a Red
Cross blanket he had tied between a
fence and a concrete road barrier. “I did
not expect to stay here for a long time
like this. I am shocked. I can’t believe it,”
said Alban, who lived in Morocco for two
years before making the crossing to
Spain, adding that he had expected a
more efficient reception in Europe.

He is part of a surge in the number of
migrants arriving by sea on Spain’s
southern shores from North Africa that
is stretching the country’s security
forces and safety net. Spain has overtak-
en Italy as the preferred destination for
migrant arrivals in Europe this year as a
crackdown by Libyan authorities has
made it more difficult for them to reach
Italian shores.

Over 22,000 people have arrived by
sea so far this year according to Spain’s

maritime rescue service — more than
during all of last year. Just since Friday
more than 1,500 migrants have landed in
the southern province of Cadiz in
Andalucia, with the majority of the new
arrivals funneling through Algeciras.
Dozens of migrants were filmed landing
on a beach at Tarifa near Algeciras on
Saturday before sprinting into woodland
as stunned sunbathers — some of them
naked — looked on, in videos that went
viral on social media.

‘Lack of means’ 
With police stations and makeshift

emergency shelters set up in sports cen-
tres in Cadiz full, many rescued migrants
have been forced to sleep inside an
orange rescue boat docked in the port of
Algeciras, or on the pavement beside it.

During a fact-finding visit to
Algeciras on Saturday, Interior Minister
Fernando Grande-Marlaska denied there
was a “collapse” in the system to receive
migrants, saying the situation is
“absolutely under control and control-
lable”. But police and charities that work
with migrants say the surge in arrivals is
exposing Spain’s response as unplanned,
underfunded and understaffed. “The
number of migrant arrivals is very signif-
icant, as is the lack of means to deal with
it,” the representative of the Cadiz
branch of the United Police Union (SUP),
Carmen Velayos, told AFP.

There are not enough officers to
process migrants within 72 hours of their
arrival as required by law,  even though
agents have been pulled from other tasks
or in some cases worked every day for
the past month, she added. In a sign that
police are struggling to control the situ-
ation, 62 migrants escaped on Sunday

from a warehouse which has been turned
into a temporary shelter in the port of
Barbate in Cadiz.

‘Completely overwhelmed’ 
The authorities have not had not

enough blankets, mattresses and even
food for the migrants who arrived in
recent days, said Ana Rosado, an activist
with the Andalusian Pro-Human Rights
Association (APDHA) which provides
aid to the new arrivals. In some cases
officials have asked local residents to
donate water and basic food items for
them, she added. “They are completely
overwhelmed,” Rosado said.

Migration has become a political
issue in Spain since Socialist Prime
Minister Pedro Sanchez took office in

June and promptly agreed to accept two
ship loads of asylum seekers denied
entry by Italy. The main opposition con-
servative Popular Party (PP) accuses
Sanchez’s approach of creating a “pull
factor”, but the government points out
that the rise in arrivals started more than
a year ago. It accuses the previous PP
administration of not preparing for a
predictable rise in migrant arrivals. The
interior minister said the government
was working against the clock to open a
new migrant reception centre near
Algeciras with room for 600 people.
Members of Spanish military emergency
unit UME unloaded a truck-mounted
crane on Monday to help set up the new
centre scheduled to open later this week
in the port of San Roque. —AFP

German acquitted
over ‘racist’ 
bombing 
18 years later 
DUSSELDORF: An alleged neo-Nazi was acquitted
by a German court yesterday for a bombing 18 years
ago targeting Jewish immigrants, in what angry vic-
tims’ advocates called a historic “legal mistake”. Ralf
Spies, 52, was cleared of 12 counts of attempted mur-
der with a “racist” motive and a charge of causing an
explosion in the attack at a commuter rail station in
the western city of Duesseldorf on July 27, 2000. 

The regional court in the city found him not guilty,
after having released him from custody in May “for
lack of sufficiently reliable testimony” from witnesses,
many of whom were in prison with the defendant. The
victims were on their way back from a German lan-
guage course when the explosive, hung in a plastic
bag on a fence near the Wehrhahn station entrance,
went off, sparking panic.

Ten eastern European migrants — six of them Jews
from the former Soviet Union — were injured in the
bombing, which shocked Germany and drew interna-
tional condemnation. A 26-year-old Ukrainian preg-
nant woman lost her unborn child and had to undergo
emergency surgery after the blast ripped off one of
her feet. Her 28-year-old husband suffered wounds
over his entire body from metal fragments unleashed
in the explosion and was in a critical condition for sev-
eral days.

‘Worst legal mistake’ 
Chief prosecutor Ralf Herrenbrueck, who had

called for a life sentence for Spies, expressed outrage
in closing arguments last week that the case appeared
to be unraveling. Spies “felt called upon to keep his
neighborhood ‘clean’. He wanted to get rid of every-
thing he hated,” Herrenbrueck told the court.

Four lawyers representing victims of the blast
pointed to wiretapped telephone calls in which Spies
appeared to boast about his involvement in the attack.
They had urged presiding judge Rainer Drees to con-
vict Spies, citing a preponderance of evidence. But as
it became clear that the trial was heading toward an
acquittal, co-plaintiff attorney Juri Rogner said in final
arguments that the court was on the verge of “com-
mitting the worst legal mistake in the history of
Duesseldorf”. —AFP

ATHENS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras accused
the opposition yesterday of exploiting one of the coun-
try’s worst ever natural disasters for saying ministers
should resign over the deaths of at least 91 people in a
fire. Greece has been stunned by the blaze which swift-
ly gutted the town of Mati east of Athens on July 23.
Scores more people were injured and the death toll
could still rise. There have since been recriminations
over whether an evacuation order was issued and
whether rescue services responded in a timely manner.

“I really wonder how some people ... can sleep
today, and continue content in exercising their duties,”
Kyriakos Mitsotakis, head of the Conservative New
Democracy party, told a news conference. “When
someone undertakes political responsibility it should be
accompanied by an act, and resignation is an act of
personal responsibility,” said Mitsotakis, whose party is
leading in opinion polls. Though Mitsotakis did not
name the prime minister, the comments appeared to be
aimed at Tsipras, who has said he accepted full political
responsibility for the disaster.

‘Trying times’
The prime minister’s office accused Mitsotakis of

trying to “take advantage of dozens of citizens’ pain
and loss”. “Human lives cannot become an object of
political exploitation,” Tsipras’s office said in a state-
ment. “Citizens will judge those who judge.” Mitsotakis
said those responsible for coordinating the fire
response, including the civil protection and interior
ministers and the fire brigade chief, should resign.

He also appeared to criticize Tsipras for failing to
visit the scene of the disaster sooner. Tsipras travelled
to the site on Monday a week after the blaze. Another
government minister who visited earlier had a heated
exchange with survivors on whether aid was sent in a
timely manner. “Anger, and sympathizing with another’s
pain is something deeply personal,” Mitsotakis said. 

“But public figures have no right to hide during a
crisis. (A leader) has an obligation to take a position,
and be next to people in trying times.” Tsipras has
vowed to hold a thorough inquiry into how hundreds of
people were left trapped by flames. He has pledged a
series of changes, including a crackdown on unlicensed
construction which is thought to have worsened the fire
and blocked off escape routes for residents fleeing
towards the sea. The bodies of two people thought to
have fled into the sea to escape the wildfires that rav-
aged coastal towns near Athens last week have been
recovered, port police said Tuesday. Confirmation that
the pair were victims of the fire would bring the disas-
ter’s death toll to at least 93.

Police have now recovered eight bodies from the sea
off a string of popular coastal communities that were
devastated by the fires that broke out on July 23. The
fires burned with such ferocity that most people fled to
the safety of the sea with just the clothes on their
backs. Many then had to wait several hours in the water
for help to arrive. It was local fishermen, not the coast-
guard or navy, who first came to their aid. A merchant
marine official told AFP that the search for further vic-
tims was continuing. —Agencies

‘Public figures have no right to hide during a crisis’

How do you sleep? Greece seeing  
political allegations for fire deaths

ATHENS: People attend a candlelight vigil in front of the Greek parliament in Athens on July 30, 2018, to
commemorate victims of the country’s worst ever wildfires, which has claimed scores of lives. —AFP

ALGECIRAS: Migrants rescued at sea wait to be transferred at the harbor of
Algeciras. —AFP

UK drops charges 
against ex-soldier 
for fighting IS
LONDON: A former British soldier alleged to have fought
alongside Kurdish forces battling the Islamic State group in Iraq
and Syria had terrorism charges against him dropped yesterday.
James Matthews, from east London, was due to face trial in
November after being charged with receiving training in Iraq
and Syria on or before February 15 2016 “for purposes connect-
ed to the commission of preparation of terrorism”.

The 43-year-old was believed to be the first person to be
prosecuted for terrorism in Britain for assisting a group already
helped by the British government. But state prosecutor Tom
Little said at a hearing at London’s Old Bailey on Tuesday that
there was no longer a realistic prospect of conviction on “evi-
dential grounds”.

Hundreds of foreign fighters from countries including Britain,
Canada, France, Germany and the United States have fought
alongside the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) in north-
ern Syria. The group is a key component of the US-backed
Syrian Democratic Forces alliance which waged a successful
campaign against Islamic State jihadists. Joel Bennathan, who
was defending Matthews, said his client was “happy” charges
had been dropped. —AFP


